
Today’s companies must move fast while dealing with continued labor shortages. 
The next-generation AARI to the rescue! AARI brings intelligent automation directly 
to employees’ primary apps and boosts productivity for everyone. From customer 
services and sales to IT and finance & accounting, AARI helps employees get the job 
done faster in every department!

Unlock 30% productivity for everyone
Intelligent automation has driven more than 50% productivity improvement for 
top-performing companies, according to the latest Automation Now & Next 
report. Yet, most companies estimate that at least 30% of regular work can still 
be automated. The company-wide automation efforts are impeded by system 
complexity, strained IT resources, and lack of user adoption. 

The next-generation AARI removes these obstacles by making automation 
easy to build and access. Integrated with top API management platforms, 
AARI accelerates low-code/no-code solution design with existing APIs. Built 
on the cloud-native Automation 360TM platform, AARI brings automation 
to employees in any web application and offloads tasks, increases 
productivity, and drives innovation.

Benefits 

Productivity 
Gain additional 30%  
productivity on day 1.

Speed
Empower employees to  
get work done faster in  
any web application.

Adoption
Embedded automation 
to minimize change 
management and drive  
a seamless experience.

Scale
Shorten the automation 
runway with pre-built API 
tasks across platforms.

 

Next-Generation AARI—Your 
Helpful Automation Co-Pilot

SOLUTION BRIEF 

https://automationanywhere.com


The AARI magic
AARI’s connected solution for any web application orchestrates across workflows and helps businesses 
move at the speed of customer demand. Automation developers can build faster end-to-end automation 
solutions by leveraging existing APIs of leading iPaaS partners such as Apigee, Workato, Boomi, and 
SnapLogic, as well as custom-built APIs, all in a single low-code/no-code Process Composer on 
Automation 360TM.

With AARI, every employee can access intelligent automation from any web application. AARI provides  
out-of-the-box command packages for applications supporting iframes such as Salesforce, Genesys, and 
ServiceNow. Users of SAP, Workday, or custom applications can enjoy a seamless experience through  
Chrome extensions and access role-based automation for streamlined workflows. 

Transform employee experiences with AARI everywhere

Embed in any web application

Surface up automations in your teams’ favorite applications  
where they work every day.

 

Increase productivity across any workflow

Automate any task and include a human-in-the-loop for  
validation, inputs, and data capture.

Accelerate change management

By connecting to where employees already engage, bypass  
lengthy onboarding and training.

Move faster in the automation economy

In an ever-evolving automation economy, AARI enables every employee to become more productive by making 

intelligent automation accessible and frictionless in any web application. As a result, everyone is empowered to 

turn work around faster, have more time to delight customers, and enable businesses to grow with resiliency.

Learn more about how you can simplify work everywhere with AARI.

Request a demo today.

About Automation Anywhere
Automation Anywhere is a global leader in Robotic Process Automation (RPA), automating business processes with software bots performing repetitive, manual tasks, resulting in 
productivity gains and improved customer experience. Visit www.automationanywhere.com.        
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